Fédération Internationale de SAMBO (FIAS)

Registration N  CHE-210.326.958  
Also known as  Международная федерация самбо  
Founded  Sept. 1, 2010  
Current state  registered  
Registered  Switzerland  
Address  Avenue de Rhodanie 54 A, 1007 Lausanne, Vaud  

Fédération Internationale de SAMBO (FIAS)  

Last profile update: June 28, 2022  

Documents external links  

business-monitor.ch  archived
Connections:

- Close associates
  - Melikyan Artur Borisovich - member of the legal commission, secretary
  - Melikyan Artur Borisovich - Legal Adviser to the President
  - Shestakov Vasily Borisovich - the president
  - Trani Vincentso - Advisor to the President
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